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offered as possibly leading to
transcriptional bursting [11,13,15].
These include chromatin
remodeling (for eukaryotes) as well
as (for both kingdoms) the binding
and unbinding of transcription
factors, changes in DNA
conformation and others.
Whatever the details may turn out
to be, studies of the kind reported
by Chubb et al. [12] are beginning
to give us a much clearer picture of
how individual stochastic events
add up to give us population
results, a major goal of current
work in systems biology.
Elucidating the molecular
mechanisms behind the newly
found pattern of gene activity is
a natural next step, and promises
exciting new discoveries.
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Matching Refines the Olfactory
Map
In Drosophila, about 50 classes of olfactory receptor neurons enter the
brain where their axons form highly specific synapses with the dendrites
of identified partner neurons. A recent study has shown that genetic
manipulations that shift the position of one class of postsynaptic
dendrites can cause an exact corresponding shift in the location of their
partner axons.Gregory S.X.E. Jefferis
The origins of wiring specificity in
the brain have often been
considered from the perspective of
axon guidance — the presynaptic
cell sends out an axonwhich grows
over long distances, following
molecular cues sniffed out by the
growth cone. Of late, it has become
more generally appreciated that
dendrites are also capable of
targeted growth (for example [1–3])
and can contribute equally to
wiring specificity [4]. This implies
that forming specific connections
may often rely on active guidance
by both axons and dendrites. If
both axons and dendrites are
involved in guidance, what kind ofcues do they use so that partner
axons and dendrites can find each
other? Do they rely on common
third party cues to navigate to
exactly the same place or do the
partner dendrites and axons
recognise each other directly? A
new study from Zhu et al. [5]
provides the first experimental
evidence that a shift in the position
of postsynaptic dendrites can
cause their partner axons to
relocate.
Olfactory Development
The organisational logic of the
olfactory system in Drosophila is
very similar to that in mice:
olfactory receptor neurons in the
periphery typically express a singleodorant receptor gene and send
axons to specific glomeruli, the
subdivisions of the first olfactory
relay in the brain, the antennal
lobe. Here, these olfactory
receptor neuron axons form
connections with projection
neurons (similar to vertebrate
mitral cells) whose dendrites
innervate a single glomerulus. In a
fruitfly, the w50 glomeruli can be
recognised by position and shape
[6] and the molecular identity of
the input to most of these glomeruli
is known [7,8].
Work on the development of the
olfactory system inmice andmoths
has mostly emphasised olfactory
receptor neuron axons as
organisers of the olfactory map (for
example [9,10]). In Drosophila,
genetic tools have revealed that
projection neurons that connect to
specific glomeruli are
independently specified before
connecting with their presynaptic
partners [4]. Indeed, projection
neuron dendrites form a coarse
map in the developing antennal
lobe before their axonal partners
have even arrived [3].
These results have led to a
three point model of olfactory
development in Drosophila [3,11].
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Figure 1. Axon dendrite matching in Drosophila olfactory development.
(A) Pre-specified projection neuron dendrites reach the antennal lobe before their part-
ner olfactory receptor neuron axons. Proposed axon–dendrite interactions (black dou-
ble arrows) lead to matching of synaptic partners. The cartoon glomeruli (light grey
circles) correspond to the three mentioned in the text. (B) Selective Dscam misexpres-
sion (purple) causes one class of projection neuron dendrite to shift at an early stage
(red arrow). Matching interactions (black double arrows) cause olfactory receptor neu-
ron axons to shift resulting in the same connectivity in different locations. Note that the
exact timing of the axon shift is not yet known. (Figure adapted from [11].)First, both olfactory receptor
neurons and projection neurons
are specified before connection;
second, this identity endows both
olfactory receptor neuron axons
and projection neuron dendrites
with the ability to target to an
appropriate coarse location within
the developing antennal lobe; and
third, on reaching the target area,
interactions between partner
axons and dendrites allow them to
recognise each other from their
near neighbours (Figure 1A). While
there was already experimental
evidence to support the first two
points, Zhu et al. [5] provide the first
direct evidence for axon–dendrite
matching.
Dscam in Projection Neurons
The present study began with
a characterisation of the role of
Dscam in the development of
projection neurons. Dscam is
a large gene encoding
a transmembrane axon guidance
receptor [12,13]. One point that
grabbed the attention in the first
publication was that the gene has
the capacity to encode >38,000
splice variants; these couldpotentially act as neuronal identity
tags to allow different neurons to
recognise one another [12].
Zhu et al. [5] used a mosaic
analysis method to remove
Dscam from small subsets of
neurons in the fly CNS, including
olfactory projection neurons.
Initially the phenotype seemed
unremarkable — mutant projection
neuron dendrites still innervated
the correct glomeruli within the
antennal lobe but did not fill out
each glomerulus as completely as
usual. However, mutant local
interneurons, whose very large
dendritic trees normally ramify
throughout the antennal lobe, show
a very severe defect, with clumping
in a central region of the lobe.
Dscam is therefore required for
branching morphogenesis. In
conjunction with other results
[14–17], a reasonable model is
that a unique profile of Dscam
isoforms expressed on each
developing neuron mediates a
repulsive interaction between the
dendrites of the same neuron,
forcing them to spread out while
ignoring other dendrites. In short,
if Dscam isoforms act as identitytags, theymay be just as relevant to
each neuron’s sense of self as to
cell-cell recognition.
Shifting Dendrites
Geneticists usually prefer loss-of-
function to gain-of-function
experiments. However, the most
beautiful results in this study
actually come from Dscam
misexpression. A specific Dscam
isoform was expressed in
projection neurons that innervate
three neighbouring glomeruli: we
shall focus on VA1d and DA1, large
glomeruli on the anterior surface of
the antennal lobe, ignoring DC3,
which is posterior to VA1d.
Misexpression began early just as
the dendritic fields of these
neurons were first elaborating and
before contact with the axons of
their presynaptic partner olfactory
receptor neurons. At these early
time points, the dendrites of these
projection neurons do not look
wild-type. Instead of forming
tightly adjacent clusters, there
are now two more diffuse, but
clearly separated, clusters of
dendrites in the developing
antennal lobe. So Dscam
misexpression causes some
developing dendrites to adopt an
unusual location.
What do things look like in the
adult? Some animals seem to
recover from this dendritic shift
and form normal adult antennal
lobes. In others, the two glomeruli
innervated by these projection
neurons are no longer adjacent but
separated by an intervening
glomerulus; the penetrance of this
phenotype varies from 5–85%
according to the identity and
location of the Dscam transgene.
Further experiments indicated that
misexpression in VA1d projection
neurons alone is sufficient to
cause the mutant phenotype, and
that it depends on the signalling
function of the Dscam intracellular
domain.
One additional interesting point
is that the adult phenotype is
somewhat binary and there is a no
spill over of dendrites outside the
individual glomeruli. Thus, while
Dscam overexpression initially
results in diffuse (and shifted)
dendrites, it does not appear to
prevent formation of a tight
glomerular unit in the end.
Dispatch
R375A Disturbance in the
Neighbourhood
To the expert, these manipulated
antennal lobes look rather
striking — it appears that the
dendrites of the VA1d projection
neurons are now located in a
glomerulus which looks very much
like the glomerulus that is normally
to the south, VA1lm. Have the VA1d
dendrites invaded an adjacent
glomerulus and connected with
a novel olfactory receptor neuron
input? Or have they dragged their
axonal partners with them to a new
location? What do the olfactory
receptor neurons that normally
target the VA1lm glomerulus do in
these circumstances?
It turns out that in all cases the
glomerular unit — the axons and
dendrites of partner olfactory
receptor neurons and projection
neurons — remains unaltered
(Figure 1B). In those brains where
Dscam misexpression in VA1d
projection neurons caused
a dendritic shift, partner axons
always followed. Furthermore,
when shifting occurred, the axons
projecting to the neighbouring
glomerulus VA1lm shifted in the
other direction so that there
seemed to be no co-mingling of the
normal constituents of either
glomerulus. All these shifts are
quite striking given that only one of
the four relevant types of neurons,
the VA1d projection neurons, has
an altered genetic constitution —
the other effects result from non-
cell autonomous interactions.
The one concern that occurred to
me on first reading this study
regards the timing of the dendritic
and axonal shifts. Zhu et al. [5] were
able to show that the dendrites
shift at an early stage, but they
were unable to show the
corresponding axonal shift until the
animals were mature; there are no
reagents that selectively label the
relevant olfactory receptor neurons
at early stages. It is therefore
possible that the dendrites could
do a sort of shimmy in which they
shift early, then sneak back to their
normal location, connect with their
axonal partners and then the whole
mature glomerulus shifts again.
Were this true, the final shift would
tell us more about antennal lobe
morphogenesis than wiring
specificity. Nevertheless, Zhu et al.[5] show that the dendrites remain




If shifting projection neuron
dendrites can shift their
presynaptic axonal partners, does
this imply that dendrites are the
final arbiters of precise position in
the antennal lobe? Not necessarily.
In principle, I would predict that if
a corresponding experiment were
done with olfactory receptor
neurons they might also shift their
partner projection neurons.
However in Drosophila, projection
neuron dendrites are largely in
position before olfactory receptor
neuron axons arrive, so it may be
easier for dendrites to shift axons
than vice versa. Future
experiments on this point will
therefore be revealing.
How big a shift in the dendritic
position can the system cope with?
The model proposes that if
dendrites of a particular class were
shifted to completely the opposite
end of the developing antennal
lobe they would never have the
chance to meet their partner axons
and might end up connecting with
the most molecularly similar axons
in their new neighbourhood.
Somemight conclude from these
new results that there is
developmental plasticity in the
antennal lobe and that this system
is not quite as hard-wired as
proposed. This seems to me
fallacious. These experiments are
evidence of a robustness to
perturbation in the development of
this set of connections. In
manipulated animals the antennal
lobes might look a little different
but exactly the same sets of
presynaptic and postsynaptic
partners end up forming
connections albeit in slightly
different locations. Information
transfer is unaltered and that is the
critical point.
Rules in biology are rarely
absolute: something that is true in
one set of developmental
circumstances is unlikely to be
universal. Conversely,
a developmental mechanism that
crops in one place is highly unlikely
to be unique. The model that we
have discussed — and which thisnew study now puts on a sound
experimental footing — of
independent specification,
independent coarse targeting
followed by reciprocal matching
interactions between partner
axons and dendrites is likely to be
of general relevance. We look
forward to its investigation in other
neural circuits.
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Life Detector?
Detecting the direction of motion of
of adaptive behaviours, including fili
new studies support the view that s
have primitive brain systems for the
vertebrates.
Mark H. Johnson
There is increasing evidence that
many vertebrate species, including
humans, have primitive neural
pathways that ensure a bias to
attend toward, or preferentially
process, sensory information
about members of the same
species. For example, and as
discussed later, newly hatched
chicks and newborn humans
attend to patterns that correspond
to the head region of their likely
caregivers [1]. The neural pathways
supporting these primitive biases
are amongst the evolutionary
ancient elders of the vertebrate
brain [2]. Two papers published
recently in Current Biology [3,4]
provide evidence for a hitherto
undiscovered additional
mechanism of this kind — one that
detects the direction of biological
motion of other legged vertebrates.
The study of newly hatched dark-
reared chicks has provided a rich
source of information about the
predispositions and biases present
in the vertebrate visual system
prior to the effects of visual
experience. In one series of
studies, it was established that
chicks have a predisposition to
attend to the head and neck region
of hens [5], and that in the natural
environment this constrains visual
learning, or imprinting, on an
individual mother hen [6].
Strikingly, however, this
predisposition was not selective to
the chick’s own species — far fromZipursky, S.L. (2004). Analysis of Dscam
diversity in regulating axon guidance in
Drosophila mushroom bodies. Neuron 43,
673–686.
17. Neves, G., Zucker, J., Daly, M., and
Chess, A. (2004). Stochastic yet biased
expression of multiple Dscam splice
variants by individual cells. Nat. Genet. 36,
240–246.: A Perceptual
other animals is critical for a variety
al attachment and hunting prey. Two
ome vertebrates, including humans,
visual detection of other legged
it, in fact, as even the head and
neck of similar sized predators
were attractive to the chicks! Very
similar biases to attend toward
heads and faces have been
identified in the human newborn
from as young as nineminutes after
birth [7], and these primitive biases
may continue to bias processing
even in adults [2].
While these biases depend on
recognition of static patterns, there
has also been significant interest in
studying biological motion by using
‘point-light’ displays in which
critical points on the limbs are
marked by white dots and the rest
of the body and background are
black, so as not to be visible.
Dynamic point-light displays allow
biological motion, such as walking
or running, to be studied without
any other perceptual cues from the
body of the moving animal [8]. To
the adult viewer, point-light
displays of humans walking are
easily recognisable. With computer
control of such point-light displays
the effects of scrambling different
sets of dots can be investigated,
allowing experimenters to
ascertain the most important dots
for perceiving different types of
action.
In the first of the recent studies,
Troje and Westhoff [3] investigated
the effects of inverting and
scrambling point-light displays of
humans and animals walking on
human adult perception.
Participants were asked to indicate
in which direction the animals wereDepartment of Zoology, University of
Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge
CB2 3EJ, UK.
E-mail: gsxej2@cam.ac.uk
DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2006.04.010walking while they viewed point-
light displays that were inverted
and/or scrambled in different ways.
Surprisingly, they found that adult
humans can readily judge direction
of motion from most scrambled
point-light displays. This shows
that the overall configuration of
dots on the body is not important.
Further, when only parts of the
display were inverted, the
participants’ judgements were
correct as long as the dots
associated with the local motion
of the feet remained intact and
located at the bottom of the dot
array. The authors interpret their
findings as evidence for a visual
filter that is tuned to the motion
of the limbs of an animal in
locomotion, and speculate that this
mechanism serves as a general
detection system for articulated
terrestrial animals: a ‘life-detector’.
Given that human adults have
very considerable experience of
the visual world it is perhaps not
surprising if they have acquired the
perceptual skill necessary for
extracting the most informative
features of biological motion. If the
speculation that this is a primitive
and basic mechanism for detecting
other animals is correct, however,
we might expect this to be
evolutionarily ancient and therefore
present before visual experience.
This idea was tested in another
recent study [4] that employed
similar point-light stimuli, but
where the participants were
newly-hatched dark reared chicks.
In this study, Vallortigara and
Regolin [4] displayed upright and
inverted point-light images
depicting a walking hen. Chicks
tended to align their body along the
apparent direction of motion of an
upright point-light hen, but not an
inverted hen. Once again, it
appears that when dots on the feet
move as if on the ground, this is
detected and influences the
